
13th November 2020
Weekly News and Keeping Well 

Tips

Inclusion North will give you the Government’s 
big messages each week here.

2. Cover face
Wear a face covering if you can when you are:
• at the shops
• on public transport
• at an appointment

The whole of England is in Lockdown.

The numbers of people testing positive for 
coronavirus is going up and it is now the 
highest it has ever been.

3. Make space
Stay at least 2 metres away from people you do 
not live with you or who are not part of your 
support bubble.

1. Wash hands
Keep washing your hands regularly

There are 3 things that we must all do to keep 
protecting each other.

Remember Hands, Face, Space 



Coronavirus tests

More coronavirus tests will be sent out across 

England this week. This is important to help stop 

the coronavirus from spreading.

There will be more tests available for people that 

are in high risk groups. This means the people who 

would become very poorly if they caught 

coronavirus. It includes people:

• That have breathing difficulties, like asthma

• That have a heart disease, like heart failure

• That are diabetic

• Some people who are having cancer 

treatment 

• Adults with Downs Syndrome

• That are very overweight 

• Who are pregnant

This list does not include everyone who's at higher 

risk from coronavirus.

The main symptoms of coronavirus

The main symptoms of coronavirus are:

• a high temperature

• a new, continuous cough

• a loss or change to your sense of smell or taste



Keeping well tips

• If you are outside for your daily exercise, see how 

many things you can see that are the same colour. 

For example a red flower, a red car, a red hat and a 

letterbox

• Look at the patterns that the clouds make in the sky

• If you are worried about something talk to someone 

you trust about your feeling

Rules for people who are at high risk of being 

very poorly if they catch Coronavirus 

If you are at high risk of being very poorly if you 

catch coronavirus you will have a letter from the NHS.

The letter says 

• Stay at home as much as you can until 2nd

December

• Only go outside for exercise and medical 

appointments 

• Work from home, do not go to work if you cannot 

work from home 

• Shop online or ask a friend or relative to go 

shopping for you 


